
Broad: How people make community○

Collective beliefs, values, traditions, attachments, or outlooks○

Persistent but not unchanging○

Characteristic of particular social populations○

Meaning•

Comparing cultures and legal systems across countries▪

Law as rooted in culture▪

Increased interest with globalisation▪

Makes 'transplanting' law across cultures difficult▪

Comparative law○

Western liberal thought□
All individuals are equal, regardless of cultural identity□

Philosophy underpinnings of the legal system▪

Not if the law needs to be applied in a uniform, consistent fashion□
While claims and interests of social groups are different from each other□
Or is culture invisible to liberal doctrines of the rule of law□

Does the law recognise culture as a legitimate legal concept?▪

Political philosophy○

Social relationships and institutions□
Define personal identity□

Law as creative and shaping culture▪

Creating meaning▪

Helping us understand social environment and place in it▪

I.e. Law dominates culture▪

E.g. Mother, immigrant, member of racial group□

E.g. Law shapes expectations, responsibilities and constraints, attaching them to social statuses, 
thereby creating the cultural meaning of those statuses

▪

Court decided whether the Mashpee people were a tribe or not□
Defined their collective identity□

Alien to Mashpee culture

Incorporated perceptions about race, leadership, community and territory□

E.g. Mashpee Tribe v Town of Mashpee 1978▪

Constitutive function of law○

Accused person's ethnic/cultural background has an influence on their values and behaviour▪

Masciantonio v R (1991) HCA 22 McHugh J

Real equality cannot exist when ethnic or cultural minorities are convicted according to a 
standard that reflects the values of the dominant class but does not reflect the values of those 
minorities

□

It considers the acceptability of each component of culture

Law does not make exceptions/justifications under the blanket category of 'culture'□

Stanley Yeo, 1996◊

Consideration of ethnicity would instruct the jury on the type of reaction which may be 
expected of an ordinary person belonging to the particular ethnic community



Women or non-Anglo men subject to 'ordinary person' standard□

Support▪

Clash between cultures under the same legal system□

Mankotia v The Queen S61 – 2001 HCA Transcript per Gleeson CJ

“If you allow ethnicity to be one of the characteristics of the ordinary person, why cannot a 
person say, ‘I was born with this filthy temper’”

□

Cultural reasonableness understanding may be entirely unreasonable from law's usual □

Criticisms▪

Cultural defences in criminal law○

Links to law•

Culture

Law, culture, 'neutral' legal subject
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Cultural reasonableness understanding may be entirely unreasonable from law's usual 
standpoints

□

Behaved the way their culture would have them behave in their home 
country



'Cultural time bomb' argument◊

Disrupted rationality of court room◊

Accused cross-examined victims◊

Claimed that the government, police and criminal justice system was involved in a 
racist, anti-Muslim conspiracy against them

◊

K Brothers

Do others from a popularly demonised ethnic/cultural group have the same chance of being 
morally excused?

□

What determines when cultural considerations should or should not apply?

NSWLRC 1997 2.67◊

Such an assertion would involve speculation and ill-informed stereotyping◊

No certainty that members of one group have lower threshold for exercising self-control

Vagueness of culture is troublesome□

Invoking culture doesn't assess individuals' understandings of their relationships□

Reversal of the idea that law is comprised□
Legal profession comprises different cultures▪

E.g. Anglo-American legal tradition of common law□
Law is embedded in culture▪

Consumed by the masses▪

Can be looked down upon by 'high culture'▪

Possibilities for resistance to law's domination of culture□
Influence on the way people perceive and experience law▪

Often at odds with legal domain's experience and perception of law▪

Popular culture○

Protector of 'cultural heritage'○

While protecting society from cultural practices deemed as offensive▪

Law protects what society deems culturally enriching practices○

A belief that one's culture is superior to others□
Can have an 'absent presence' with a natural, universal ideology□
E.g. Pauline Hanson□

Ethnocentrism▪

All individuals see the world through their own culture□

Garkawe, 1995 (not a quote)

Attempts to impose a majority viewpoint on a diverse people are unjust□

"My culture made me do it" defence□

Cultural relativist theory▪

Anglo-centrism vs cultural relativism○

Cotterrell reading▪

A culture of thinking○

"Cool reason" "must characterize sentencing, as all other acts of judgment"▪

Rushby (1977), Street CJ○

Impartial, independent, experienced persons○

Science and reason○

Recognises that humans can lose 'self-control'○

Celements of intention, knowledge, belief, recklessness▪

And omission▪

Mens rea○

Law as neutral and reasonable•

No one gets differential treatment○

Everyone is assumed to be the same○

Finnane J, 26 June 2000▪

"No one gets a different judgment because of a particular group they are in"○

'Formal equality'•
Equality
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Finnane J, 26 June 2000▪

Asked the jury to put their biases aside about the Lebanese origins of the accused▪

Removes difference and notions of multiculturalism○

As a human right: challenges cultural relativity•

Takes into account differences of gender, class, ethnicity○

E.g. Affirmative action programs□
Inequality (unequal distribution) may be required to address inequality▪

Formal equality can produce inequality○

Substantive equality•

Looks at what a reasonable person would have done, known or foreseen in a set of circumstances•
E.g. Used in murder cases in which provocation, self-defence or automatism may be raised as a defence•
Accommodates emotional reactions•

Also see above○

Embodies a universal ethic which subjects women, colonised, "barbarian", etc.▪

Feminism○

"Reasonable and "ordinary" person is white and Anglo-Saxon-Celtic▪

Doesn't take into account ethnic/cultural difference▪

Assumes "whiteness" as the standard against which all others are judged▪

Critical race theorists○

"Notion of ordinary person is pure fiction"▪

McHugh J; Masciantonio v R○

Cultural□
Moral□
Gender-specific□

Such as:▪

Making it difficult to construct a single 'reasonable' person▪

Jury is influenced by norms:○

Criticisms•

All actors are expected to be reasonable▪

Criminal legal defences□
Cultural defence□

Another person behaves in such a manner that you feel insulted or abused

Doctrines are concerned with the 'self-help' strategy in reaction◊

You kill/injure that other person in response

E.g. Emotions at the time◊

In legal assessment of the defendant's loss of control◊

E.g. From murder to manslaughter

Not effective to acquit the accused–

So a partial defence

Liability is lessened because your reaction was one any other normal person would 
have had

◊

Concerned with whether the degree to which the personal and cultural characteristics of 
the defendant should be taken into account



Judge and jury must consider relevant circumstances–

Moffa v The Queen (1977) 138 CLR 601

"Worlds which are violently provocative in character" in one case

Physical or verbal–

Need not be done with the purpose of provocation–

May take place in the presence of the defendant–

Elements

Single or cumulative provocation

Evidence of provocative conduct◊

Elements of the defence

Provocation□

Examples▪

Hyper-rationality○

Jury/court reasonableness•

Reasonable man/person test
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Single incident causing it–

E.g. Suffering abuse over years

Women less successful in arguing this

Unsuccessful

Osland v R (1998) HCA 75

Or cumulative–

Single or cumulative provocation

Cultural constructs can lead to different provocative conduct driving loss of 
self-control



E.g. Cannot be used for non-violent sexual act–

NSW: 'extreme provocation'

As per Devlin J in Duffy 1949 1 ALL ER 932 at 933–

Embodies masculine image of emotions–

Not defeated by interval of time when defendant has no regained self-
control

–

Longer interval = less credible defence–

Sudden and temporary

Heat/boiling metaphor–

As is mens rea (intention of committing crime)–

Legal fictions; cannot be observed

Lost self-control as a result of the provocation◊

Given the gravity of the provocation–

However, analytical nuances introduced by Stingel (1990)

One standard for all

Not characteristics of the accused

No person characteristic other than age to be considered

Whether an ordinary person could have lost self-control to the extent 
the accused did

–

Ordinary person test

So = provocation = capable of causing an ordinary person to lose self-control◊

Legal structure is counter-accusation

Stems from 17th century common law

"Must be 'sudden and temporary loss of self-control"◊

"Brought about by acts or words of the decreased amounting in law to 
provocation"

◊

R v R (1981) King CJ

Created in compassion to human infirmity

Gleeson CJ Chhay (1994) 72 A Crim R 1

They have to plan it–

Women can't act violently in that setting

Has worked a legal license for men to kill women◊

Abolished in Tasmania and Victoria◊

Provocation and loss of self-control is an inappropriate basis for a partial defence◊

Promotes a culture of blaming the victim◊

Privileges loss of self-control as a basis for a defence◊

Gender bias◊

Test is conceptually confused and confusing for juries◊

Criticism

Mens rae

Greater stigma attached to planned murder◊

Jury is in the best position to apply community standards◊

Abolishing could result in more murder acquittals◊

Women who kill abuse partners may be disadvantaged if defence is abolished◊

Support

Had to have occurred in the heat of the moment

Section 23 Crimes Act 1900 NSW◊

No significant common law vs statutory definition◊

Sometimes a statutory definition

Homosexual Advance/Panic Defence (H.A.D)
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Adrian Howe (criminologist)

"Thanks to Green v The Queen, homosexual men, or more precisely dead men who 
allegedly made non-violent sexual advances towards men who subsequently killed 
them, can be said in Australia to have provoked their own demise"

◊

E.g. Remark, touch, invitation

Has to be alleged approach◊

E.g. Shot at with a crossbow

Method of response◊

I.e. Conduct between men

Reveals how the law imagines conduct and justifiable responses◊

Excluded in NT and ACT in recent legislative amendments◊

Homosexual Advance/Panic Defence (H.A.D)

Woman has a psychological condition◊

Battered women syndrome
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